
Hearty Rise Rock Master Spinning Rod

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-RMS

The Rock Master series is designed for ultra-light 
spin fishing for bass and salmonids.

from 309,00 € * 309,00 €

Hearty Rise Rock Master spinning rod series: precision and 
elegance in every cast

The Hearty Rise Rock Master spinning rod series is the ultimate for discerning anglers who do not 
compromise on the quality of their equipment. Each variant in this series has been developed with specific 
fishing techniques and target types in mind to give you the best possible experience in every situation.

The Rock Master Spin 682UL: your ultra-light companion

With its impressive length of 203 cm and a casting weight of 0.4 - 8.0 gr, the Rock Master Spin 682UL is 
ideal for ultra-light spin fishing. The use of the NET-V III carbon blank and Fuji K-Series guides ensures 
exceptional casting distance and sensitivity. This rod is perfect for skilfully presenting artificial lures and 
reliably landing salmonids and perch.

The Rock Master Spin 762L: Versatile and powerful

The Rock Master Spin 762L expands your options with a length of 230 cm and a casting weight of 0.6 - 
12.0 gr. It is the ideal choice for anglers who need a rod with a little more backbone for a variety of fishing 
techniques. At the same time, it remains sensitive enough to feel and react to even the finest bites.

The Rock Master Spin 802ML: Master the distance

For those who want to take on larger predators, the Rock Master Spin 802ML with a length of 244 cm and 
a casting weight of 2 - 16 gr. is the ultimate weapon. The extra length and increased casting weight allow 
you to cast accurately even in difficult conditions. The solid tip offers direct transmission and ensures that no 



bite escapes you.

Key features:

High-quality NET-V III carbon blank
Fuji K-Series guides
Fuji reel seat
Ultra-light net weight
Two-piece construction
Various casting weight options
Length options
Modern design with elegant applications
Ergonomic EVA handle
Solid tip on the 802ML

Shared features - consistent excellence

All variants in the Hearty Rise Rock Master series share the same commitment to quality and performance. 
The elegant design with gold and silver-coloured applications, the ergonomic EVA handle and the careful 
selection of high-quality Fuji components reflect the exclusivity of these rods. Whether you prefer subtle 
hunting for delicate fish or powerful fishing for larger predators, these rods are made for success.

With a Rock Master spinning rod in your hand, you'll not only be ready for any adventure, but you'll do so 
with equipment that is renowned for its style and reliability. Choose the variant that suits your technique and 
experience how the Rock Master series redefines your passion for fishing.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

